Bottles Available:
375ml - $12
Semi-dry

750ml - $18
Medium

Semi-Sweet
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Masonville Orchards Seasonal Series
Dry

Summer [6.6% ABV] - Masonville Orchards,CO - On the Front Range, summer apples ripen in July and
August. Their flavors tend toward a lively and sprightly acidity. This cider is evocative of summer with bright
fruity notes of vanilla and fresh apple. This blend includes dozens of summer varieties, Including William’s
Pride, Akane, Pristine, Sansa, Redfree and others.

Semi-Dry Early Fall [7.7% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - This cider is made from apples that ripen in early fall
at Masonville Orchards. There are dozens of varieties of apples in this blend including Wolf River, Lamb Abbey
Pearmain, Kinderkrisp, Cortland and others. The cider is rich and creamy with soft and round fruity qualities.

Medium

Late Fall [6.3% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - This cider is made from apples that ripen in late fall at
Masonville Orchards. There are dozens of varieties of apples in this blend including Jonathan, Ruby Jon, Ozark
Gold, Honeycrisp, Empire, Jonagold, Bella. This cider is rich yet delicate with lemon and raspberry tartness.

Semi-Sweet Winter [6.4% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - This cider is made from the last apples to ripen at

Masonville Orchards. There are dozens of varieties of apples in this blend including Goldrush, Arkansas Black,
Rome Beauty, Charlie's Gold and others. The cider has a big complex vanilla and fruit-filled aroma. The flavors
are long and contemplative, with an extended tart finish.

Semi-Dry Dabinett [8.1% ABV] - Yakima, WA - A famous English apple used exclusively for cider making, not for

fresh eating. This cider is bolder than most, boasting fruity and rich aromas, soft tannins, a touch of sweetness,
a complex and lasting finish, the astringency of a lighter red wine and refreshing tartness.

Semi-Dry Odds & Ends Batch #3 [7.9% ABV] - After creating our ciders, we often find ourselves with a bit of this
and a bit of that, which just didn't fit into a batch. We take these odds and ends and put them together to create
their own gorgeous and unique batch. This version is light, bright and refreshing. Hints of lemon zest and a long
complex finish are complimented by a touch of sweetness. This cider was made a number of apple varieties
including Rome Beauty, Jonathan, Dabinett, Gold Rush, Wickson Crabapple and others.

Semi-Dry Harrow Pear [6.4% ABV] - Ela Family Farms, CO - With astringent skin and juicy flavorful flesh,

Harrow Pears are uniquely bold for a modern pear. This perry has a heady nose, prominent tannins, herbaceous
flavor with butterscotch notes. The 2016 vintage won a bronze medal.

Semi-Dry Rome Beauty [5.8% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - This cider is rose petals in a bottle, bursting

with floral aromatics against mango acidity and balanced with a light sweetness. Rome Beauty is an American
heirloom apple from the early 19th century with dark, glossy skin which was renown for its cooking qualities.

10% Case discount available

Flip for more!
05/14/18
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Semi-Dry

Freyberg [5.9% ABV] - Ela Family Farms, CO- A descendant of two far more famous apples: Cox's
Orange Pippin and Golden Delicious. We've blended all three apples in this batch - a Freyburg family tree in a
bottle. The apple is lightly golden when ripe, with smooth and creamy flavors and aromas that remind of Cox's
complexity but with Golden Delicious' softer notes. This is a session-able cider that is truly crowd pleasing, not
too tart, with lingering and subtle fruity finish.

Medium

Jonathan [7.1% ABV] - Ela Family Farms, CO - This apple is an intensely flavored American heirloom, with
a powerful combination of tart and sweet. The cider showcases bold red apple character alongside pomegranate
notes, with a refreshing acidic bite and a touch of sweetness.

Medium

Golden Supreme [7.2% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - Golden Supreme is a modern apple with a
striking appearance - bright pink blush against electric yellow skin. The flavor is exceptional - tangy, sweet and
rich. The cider has a honeydew melon nose. The flavor is lemony, light and refreshing.

Medium

Honeycrisp [6.8% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - Honeycrisp is the quintessential modern apple, with
a texture and flavor esteemed by apple lovers. In Fort Collins the honeycrisp apple reaches new heights. The cider
begins with soft and round flavors, both rich and refreshing, with deep perfectly ripe honeycrisp flavor and a
biting finish.

Semi-Sweet Ruby Jon [6.3% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - Ruby Jon is a type of Jonathan apple with skin so dark
that it nearly looks black. This cider is tart, yet subtle and elegant, with hints of rose petals and dark stone fruit.

Semi-Sweet Pink Lady [6.7% ABV] - Yakima, WA - A modern apple from Australia, Pink Lady has a lot of character.
The apple is zingy, fruity and fresh. This cider captures Pink Lady's tart character, layering lush, sweet and
tropical notes on top.

10% Case discount available

Rare Bottles

375ml $16

750ml $25

Arkansas Black [7.6% ABV] - Masonville Orchards, CO - The Arkansas Black apple is a southern heirloom
apple from the 1800s. The skin turns a dark purple, nearly black, when fully ripe. This cider is juicy and mouthwatering
with a soft aroma. A tart first taste evolves into a long and winding finish including hints of oak-aged chardonnay, anise
and cream soda. This cider is semi-dry.
Dolgo [6.7% ABV] - Foraged in the Denver Metro area blended with other Colorado grown apples - The Dolgo
crabapple showcases the extremes of both tartness and sweetness. Dolgo has prominent crabby flavors that are
simultaneously crotchety and intriguing. The cider has shale minerality, sharpness and salinity. It is complex, floral
and mildly astringent, and balanced with noticeable sweetness. This cider is semi-sweet.

Flip for more!
05/14/18

